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altech ads iii camer is a versatile and cost-effective solution to meet the needs of a growing number of business,
education and government users. it has a maximum resolution of 10.2 megapixels (3820 x 2560 pixels) which
makes it a multi-purpose camera. it is capable of recording in high quality in both jpeg and raw format. the camera
is large in size and heavy. the camera has a d-n-p lens with a maximum aperture of f4.5. the lens has an optical
zoom of 18x. it has a 5-in 1. altech ads megapixel iii system for cvd and dnp m4-m6 printers is a 16 megapixel cmos
digital camera with wifi capability. this is the flagship camera of the system, and it is fully capable of producing
photos that compete with photos taken with a digital camera. the ads megapixel iii system is designed to produce
professional quality photos and to be easy to use. it is designed to be used with altech dnp m4 or m6 printers, as
well as other printers that use wifi communication. altech ads megapixel iii system for dnp m4-m6 printers. it has 16
megapixel and a 3 inch lcd screen. it can be used with altech dnp m4-m6 printers, as well as other printers that use
wifi communication. this is the flagship camera of the system, and it is fully capable of producing photos that
compete with photos taken with a digital camera. altech ads megapixel iii system for cvd and dnp m4-m6 printers is
a 16 megapixel cmos digital camera with wifi capability. this is the flagship camera of the system, and it is fully
capable of producing photos that compete with photos taken with a digital camera. the ads megapixel iii system is
designed to produce professional quality photos and to be easy to use. it is designed to be used with altech dnp m4
or m6 printers, as well as other printers that use wifi communication.
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